MiMedx: Palmer-geddon
MiMedx employee Ricky Palmer worked as distributor for MiMedx customer, selling to
the Department of Veterans Affairs and the Department of the Army .
This report concerns MiMedx employee Ricky Palmer and his position at a MiMedx distributor Southwest
Medical Systems Inc while simultaneously being employed at MiMedx.
Viceroy also addresses major discrepancies in MiMedx’s latest “commentary” piece. Specifically, MiMedx claim
its “sales agents” do not “distribute” MiMedx supplies:

Figure 1 Extract MiMedx’s “Short Selling Commentary” – Oct 26, 20171

This statement directly contradicts FDA records suggesting many agents in MiMedx’s 2016 sales report2 both
store and distribute inventory.
Recently MiMedx has increasingly come under pressure from both analysts and short sellers. The market is
waking up to find MiMedx’s closet of skeletons quickly spilling open. Dubious hiring practices, physician owned
distributors, employee owned distributors and poor corporate governance are all coming into focus. The specter
of action by the United States Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General of Veteran’s Affairs and the
Securities and Exchanges Commission now hangs over the company.

To reiterate, Viceroy sincerely believe that MiMedx will run out of time before
we run out of evidence.

Viceroy have previously published on MiMedx, detailing its dubious hiring practices, connections to related party
employee owned distributors, improper government filings and undisclosed SEC investigation.
Viceroy’s previous reports can be found at: www.viceroyresearch.org
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https://www.mimedx.com/content/short-selling-commentary
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Found here: https://viceroyresearch.org/2017/10/26/mimedx-2016-ortho-sales-reports-read-em-weep/
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As of the publication date of this report, you should assume that the authors have a direct or indirect interest/position in all
stocks (and/or options, swaps, and other derivative securities related to the stock) and bonds covered herein, and therefore
stand to realize monetary gains in the event that the price of either declines.
The authors may continue transacting directly and/or indirectly in the securities of issuers covered on this report for an
indefinite period and may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of their initial recommendation.

Southwest Medical Systems Inc: “Sales Agent”
Southwest Medical Systems Inc is an Arizona based medical supplier operated by Josh and Jason Fletcher.
Southwest Medical Systems does direct business with the United States Department of Veterans Affairs and the
United States Army selling allografts.

Figure 2 Extract from Southwest Medical Systems Inc govtribe.com profile dated 26 October 20173

The company maintains a minimal web presence4 with very few employees visible on LinkedIn.
Further investigation indicates MiMedx employee, Richard “Ricky” S Palmer was previously an “independent
distributor” for Southwest Medical Systems. The timing of this employment coincides with the sale of MiMedx
products from Southwest Medical Systems to the Department of Veterans Affairs and with his employment at
MiMedx.
Radaris.com automatically generates an individual’s resume based on their LinkedIn profile: refreshing every 12
months. Palmer’s generated resume shows that he historically listed himself as an independent distributor at
Southwest Medical Systems since August 2012:

Figure 3 Extract of Ricky Palmer’s auto-generated Radaris Resume5
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https://govtribe.com/vendor/southwest-medical-systems-inc-scottsdale-az
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http://southwestmedicalsystemsinc.com/
https://radaris.com/~Ricky-Palmer/1322139651
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His now updated LinkedIn shows that during this time he worked at MiMedx as a regional sales director.

Figure 4 Extract of Ricky Palmer’s LinkedIn Profile6

Readers should note that Palmer also maintains his own LLC: Ricky Palmer LLC on the side.
Viceroy have repeatedly highlighted other examples of employee owned/related distributors - an issue MiMedx
seems content to avoid and deflect attention from.

How many more cases are MiMedx turning a blind eye to?

Distributors vs. Sales Agents: Let’s bring in the FDA
MiMedx makes an obscure distinction between sales agents and distributors; the deciding factor appearing to
be whether or not the third-party physically holds & distributes MiMedx product.

Figure 5 Extract from ‘Short Selling Commentary’ – Oct 26, 20177

Viceroy had sourced data directly from the FDA’s Human Cell & Tissue Establishment register, which clearly
show sales are being made to (or through) entities that are registered as both distributing and storing MiMedx
product.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/ricky-palmer-91247213/
https://www.mimedx.com/content/short-selling-commentary

Annexure 1 of this report includes extracts from the FDA which show 2016 “sales agents” were registered as
holders and distributors of, specifically, MiMedx stock. There are numerous other entities in the 2016 Sales
Report which are registered to store and distribute Amniotic Membrane products, however manufacturers are
unspecified.
We have again included the 2016 sales report in Annexure 2 for ease of reference.

Regardless of these semantics: if MiMedx’s latest “Short Selling Commentary” is
any indication, management clearly cannot defend allegations that employee
owned entities (regardless of distributor status or sales agent status) are selling
MiMedx product.

Figure 6 Extract from ‘Short Selling Commentary’ – Oct 26, 20178

Summary
The conflict of interest that exists between MiMedx and its third-party distributors / sales agents supports
corroborates substantial evidence collected from numerous whistleblowers. This information has been
catalogued and provided to the SEC for further investigation.
Management. should now be aware that former employees have a proverbial “data party” of wrongdoing and
misconduct at MiMedx.
Let this be a reminder that rule number one for conducting a fraud is to not fall out with your confidants.
More to come.
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Annexure 1: 2016 “sales agents” registered on FDA database as holders
and distributors of, specifically, MiMedx stock.
Note: all records can be sourced from:
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cber/CFAppsPub/tiss/Index.cfm

Figure 7 Deshotels & Associates LLC – FDA HCT register extract

Figure 8 Max Spine – FDA HCT register extract

Figure 9 Saura Medical – FDA HCT register extract

Figure 10 CTL Medical Corporation – FDA HCT register extract

Figure 11 Arthomed Inc – FDA HCT register extract

Figure 12 Sands Interests LLC Inc – FDA HCT register extract

Figure 13 American Medical Management, LLC – FDA HCT register extract

